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Abstract: Historical topic modeling and semantic concepts exploration in a large corpus of
unstructured text remains a hard, opened problem. Despite advancements in natural languages
processing tools, statistical linguistics models, graph theory and visualization, there is no framework
that combines these piece-wise tools under one roof. We designed and constructed a Semantic
Network Analysis Pipeline (SNAP) that is available as an open-source web-service that implements
work-flow needed by a data scientist to explore historical semantic concepts in a text corpus.
We define a graph theoretic notion of a semantic concept as a flow of closely related tokens through
the corpus of text. The modular work-flow pipeline processes text using natural language processing
tools, statistical content narrowing, creates semantic networks from lexical token chaining, performs
social network analysis of token networks and creates a 3D visualization of the semantic concept
flows through corpus for interactive concept exploration. Finally, we illustrate the framework’s utility
to extract the information from a text corpus of Herman Melville’s novel Moby Dick, the transcript
of the 2015–2016 United States (U.S.) Senate Hearings on Environment and Public Works, and the
Australian Broadcast Corporation’s short news articles on rural and science topics.

Keywords: semantic concept; text mining; computational linguistics; language processing; natural
language processing; interactive visualization

1. Introduction

Historical semantic concepts (HSC) modeling aims to understand what the key concepts discussed
in a text corpus are, how concepts evolve over time, and what the context semantic concepts are used in
is in relation to each other as well as their relation to the supporting sub-concepts. Although semantic
networks can be used to capture the relationships among co-occurring words in a single document [1,2],
interactive HSC exploration requires multi-step, computational linguistic work-flow to process the
unstructured text to extract information from many documents in order to synthesize knowledge
about the different concepts found in the corpus of text. This data science process relies on mature
under-laying tools to process and simplify text using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools, create
the semantic networks and analyze them using Social Network Analysis (SNA) and generate an
interactive visualization tool to explore the HSC.

Key phrases and textual memes are often equated to semantic concepts, which does not satisfy
our notion of HSC to extract rich relationships within and across semantic concepts. In particular,
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existing text analysis techniques often extract a set of discrete textual memes from a text corpus which
does not preserve the meme’s context, relationship to other meme(s), nor how these relationships
change throughout a corpus of text. To illustrate these shortcomings, let us consider a toy example of
three newspaper articles that were published sequentially on the topic of “salmon” and a set of key
textual memes extracted from each article—environment, cost, salmon, economy, harvest, ecology,
economy, investment, and global, economy, salmon, environment, cost. It is not clear analyzing the
set of textual memes from the first article if the article’s main thesis is on the “environmental cost” of
the salmon harvest economy or on the “salmon ecology” and how it is effected by economy, or many
other possibilities. Although the second article is categorized under the “salmon” topic, it is described
by a limited number of key textual memes which does not include many of the memes from the first
article. That said, salmon could be a textual meme with minor importance with respect to the overall
article and is used as a supportive sub-topic when discussing the “investment”. Finally, the textual
meme “investment” could be in a supportive role of “environment” in the last article.

To address the lack of context of the key textual memes and how they relate to each other, we
model the HSC using sets of related tokens as well as the relationships among sets in favor of using sets
of discrete memes. For the above example, capturing additional relationships between salmon-cost,
environment-ecology, salmon-harvest and harvest-ecology would disambiguate the first article’s thesis.
Also exploiting the role of the sub-topics or the textual memes with minor importance across the three
newspaper articles would relate the key textual memes of “salmon” to “investment” and “investment”
to ”environment”.

Our scientific contribution is the conceptualization of the semantic concept flows as a set-based
construct that allows for a semantically rich exploration of a text corpus. The engineering contributions
include a construction of an open-source, web service enabled, interactive platform that integrates
existing text processing tools, proposed semantic concept flows, and immersive visualization.

At this point, we informally define a semantic concept as a group of high frequency co-occurring
tokens (words) in a document. The semantic concept flow then refers to the dynamics of how these
semantic concepts propagate through subsequent documents over time. The dynamics of semantic
concept flows then include the splitting of a semantic concept into multiple sub-concepts in the
subsequent document, or merging multiple sub-concepts from the previous document into a single
semantic concept in a current document. This definition of the semantic concepts and the flows allows
for much richer representation and exploration of text corpus that is well positioned between building
full Markov models of natural language and simple term frequency-inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) statistics [2–4].

The research goal was to construct a linguistic processing pipeline that implements HSC work-flow
from processing raw text to interactive 3D visualization in an effort to understand the HSC and
dynamics of concept flows through the corpus. The resulting Semantic Networks Analysis Project
(SNAP) is a modular architecture that interfaces with existing computational linguistic tools and
allows a user to extend the framework by swapping or adding text-processing modules to augment the
current work-flow [5]. SNAP’s web-services implementation makes the framework a widely accessible
computational linguistics, data science tool and an interactive visualization platform that requires
no programming knowledge. The framework’s project management allows for the inspection and
validation of the intermediate text-processing steps, management of large data sets and provides
data security.

2. Background

The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) studies processing natural language (text) by
machines to achieve tasks such as language understanding, machine cognition and perception, and
dialogue systems to name a few. As a result, a variety of mature text-processing tools are available as
open-source frameworks [6–9]. SNAP uses the NLP as a low-level, text-processing tool to analyze the
words from the original text to produce the normalized tokens.
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In 1958, Richard Richens introduced Interlingual Machine Translation as a semantic network-generating
architecture that implements a computational linguistic representation for language translation [10].
Richens’ project models the text’s tokens as graph nodes and the relationships between tokens as
the graph’s edges. This concept of semantic networks [2] was used for text summarization [11–13],
knowledge graph representation for Google’s search engine optimization [14], and text understanding
by evolving ontologies [15–17], to name a few.

The language ambiguity makes the word normalization into tokens using NLP tools difficult
but feasible. For example, removing past tense from verbs or extracting a singular form of a noun.
The language cognition, on the other hand, makes the automation of edge generation to model the
meaning as the relationships between tokes very difficult. Another example, should the phrase “dusty
sugar” be disambiguated as sugar with dust on it or a sugar that is in a dust form. In recent years,
the availability of machine learning algorithms and large text corpora resulted in high accuracy models
on low level linguistic processing tasks such as adjective disambiguation, parts-of-speech tagging, and
sentence chunking [18–20]. That said, the machine learning approach relies on a large amount of text
that is likely not available when exploring the semantic concepts in a set of documents. Instead, SNAP
uses simple lexical chaining, first introduced by Barzilay, to represent spatio-temporal organization of
unstructured text [21]. Lexical chaining defines an edge between any two tokens if the tokens occur next
to each other in a sentence within a fixed number of neighbors. Lexical chaining has been successfully
used for keyword extraction and text summarizing [21,22], semantic word disambiguation [16,23],
and document tagging [24].

Graph theoretic algorithms are often used to analyze the semantic networks produced by lexical
chaining for network structures that reveal additional semantic content. Steyvers et al. linked the
emergence of network structures to the semantic content [25], while Ensan et al. used the semantic
linking for document retrieval from a large corpus [26]. Graph representation of semantic content and
a dictionary-based sense tagging was used to validate and disambiguate sense annotations [27].

Several open-source projects address the exploration of semantic concepts in a corpus of
unstructured text. Overview Project uses a document’s term frequency–inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) to create document trees, document tagging, coding and 2D visualizations of key words
in documents [28]. AlchemyAPI, Document Cloud and Unstructured Information Management
applications (UIMA) allow for document annotation and some content analysis [29–31].

Several projects rely on and visualize the aggregates of keyword analysis [32–35]. Stanford’s
Nifty system tracks and visualizes the flow of textual memes on the web in near real-time analysis [33].
An application of analogous methodology was used to analyze the news coverage of the United
States’ arts funding [36]. Dou et al. explored topic hierarchies using interactive visualization and
clustering of a large text corpus with equally large number of topics [34]. Chaney et al. proposed
a machine-learning-based document aggregation and thematic visualization based on the keyword
probability distribution [35].

TextFlow is the only other project that analyzes how semantic topics evolve over time by selecting,
ranking, and keyword-based tracking across multiple documents over time [37]. Although an aggregate,
key-word based system, the project identifies when new flows originate, intersect with other topic flows,
or cease to exist.

The visualization of the text analysis results is commonly presented as a 2D plot for a
frequency-based approached and a directed acyclic graph for a hierarchical topic exploration.
Chuang et al. proposed a two-fold, model-driven visualization of text analysis that captures the
topical interpretation (data inference) and trust (accuracy) [38]. The Jigsaw project implements a
hybrid visualization approach that combines graph-based topical clusters to capture content and
term frequency tables to explore the topical hierarchies. Altaweel et al. models semantic flows
across multiple documents as 3D semantic networks that combined TF-IDF and 3D key word flow
visualization [39].
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SNAP, in comparison to the previously proposed aggregate approaches, defined semantic concepts
as high co-occurrences of content tokens rather then keywords or key phrases which allows for the
semantic concepts to split and flow through corpus in time (note: the concept of time is loosely defined
and can be inferred from the document’s publication time stamp or generated artificially using the
document’s chapter number). The framework also allows the exploration of any given document in
multiple dimensions—first, analyzing the semantic concepts in a single document, and second, using
the semantic concept flows to analyze the context of the document’s semantic concept in relation to the
semantic concepts in temporally adjacent documents. In particular, how semantic concepts are related
to each other is analyzed in each document, as well as how individual tokens within a single semantic
concept are related to each other. Finally, the 3D visualization mutually interconnects the extracted
semantic relationships that would otherwise be hard to analyze using 2D aggregate visualization.

3. Work-Flow

Semantic concepts emerge from a corpus of unstructured text as multiple computational linguistic
tools are applied to the corpus. After a user authenticates into the SNAP framework and uploads the
raw, time-stamped text files, the exploration of semantic concepts is an iterative process of adjusting
system parameters used by the underlying linguistic tools to narrow down and extract the underlying
semantic concepts in the text corpus. In addition to the final semantic flows, the work-flow can be
verified by manual inspection of intermediate result files. Figure 1 illustrates the methodology used to
implement the framework’s work-flow. The headers denote each modular text-processing step that
produces intermediate output files (not shown).

3.1. From Unstructured Text to Semantic Flows

Figure 1, step 2, shows the first text-processing step of NLP tools to normalize input words into
tokens. The SNAP framework relies on the linguistic models that are native to the NLP framework
used, and SNAP does not evolve or augment these models. SNAP currently uses Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) for NLP processing, but it can be swapped for any other NLP framework [40]. For a
detailed description and implementation of various NLP algorithms that process the raw text, please
see the NLP framework documentation [40]. In this section, we will not cover the algorithmic details
implemented by different NLP engines since the same NLP task can be implemented in multiple ways
from dictionary look-up, stochastic search algorithms, or models built using machine learning. It is
important to note, though, that the framework is designed to accommodate various NLP tool kits with
varying algorithm implementations which will result in slightly different tokens.

The input text is first tokenized, which splits the stream of characters in the raw text file into
groups that roughly delineate individual words. The tokenized words are stemmed to remove
various inflected forms of the same word so all word variations can be analyzed as a single token.
For example, the original word “identified” is stemmed into the present tense identify, noun plurals
are removed “whales”→ whale, and so forth. Each processed document is split into sentences that
are then tagged for part-of-speech (POS). The words tagged by the same POS tag that span more
than one word are combined into a single token. For example, “16 year old” is concatenated to
16yearold, geographic and organization entities are also merged to a single token “Wildlife Service”
→ wildlifeservice, “human society”→ humansciety and so forth. The words that were not combined
by a POS tagging are lemmatized to produce word roots. Examples of this processing step include
converting words such as “observations,” “gloomy,” “determination” to observ, gloom and determin
respectively. The lemmatization is an essential step that reduces the many word-forms used to a single
token and seeds the notion of a semantic concept; for example “domination,” “dominate,” “dominator,”
and ”domineering” are all lemmatized to a single token dominat. The final step of the word-to-token
conversion is the named entity recognition (NER) that will also combine multiple words into a single
token. These examples include “Bird Ridge” → BirdRidge, “Senator Merkeley” → senatormerkeley,
“United States Of America”→ unitedstatesofamerica.
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1. Original Text

Alaska state troopers have identified 
the teen as 16 year old Patrick Cooper 
of Anchorage, who was participating in 
the Robert Spurr Memorial Hill Climb 
at Bird Ridge, which was being run for 
the 29th year straight.

Alaska state troopers have identified the teen as        
16 year old Patrick Cooper of Anchorage, who was 
participating in the Robert Spurr Memorial Hill Climb 
at Bird Ridge  which was being run for the 29th year 
straight.

3. Term frequency and 
stop word removal

2. Natural Language Processing

Alaska state trooper  have identify   the teen as         
16yearold   PatrickCooper of Anchorage, who was 
participate    in the RobertSpurrMemorialHillClimb   
at BirdRidge  which was being run for the 29th year 
straight.

                                Named Entity
                                Part of speech
                               Stem/Lemma

Alaska state trooper have identify the 

teen as 16yearold PatrickCooper of 

Anchorage  who was participate in the 

RobertSpurrMemorialHillClimb at 

BirdRidge, which was being run for 

the 29th year straight.
Not shown: Tokenize
                    Sentence Split

Stop word removal
Frequency removal

4. Network Generation 6. 3D Semantic Concepts Flows

Alaska state trooper identify teen 

16yearold......

Alaska state

trooper state trooper

identify

trooper identify

teen

Alaska state

trooper

teen

16yearold

merge

identify

article 1

ti
m

e

5. Social Network Analysis

article 2

Figure 1. Illustration of SNAP’s work-flow. (SNAP: Semantic Networks Analysis Project) (1) Original
text of a single document uploaded for processing, (2) Natural Language Processing (NLP) step
processes text by stemming, tokenizing, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatizing
and named entity recognition, (3) content narrowing by stop-word and frequency threshold token
removal (TF-IDF—term frequency-inverse document frequency), (4) lexical chaining generation of
semantic networks using sliding window (3 token window shown) and the merger of sub-networks
into a document wide network, (5) Social Network Analysis of the document network. Detected
communities of nodes (nodes with the same color) represent semantic concepts. Node’s size
proportional to its Eigenvector centrality, (6) 3D network of semantic flows is constructed by connecting
matching semantic concepts across multiple documents. The illustration shows breakup of a yellow
semantic concept into two sub-concepts in the subsequent document. The other two semantic concepts
are propagated with minimal change across two sample documents.

Figure 1, step 3, illustrates the dictionary-based stop-word removal that removes tokens from the
document that do not have a semantic meaning (e.g., “the,” “from,” “on” etc.). Additional tokens are
removed based on the user-defined preference using lower and upper percentiles thresholds for the
document’s token frequencies (TF). The resulting set of tokens Td in a document d is used to construct
a graph Gd representing the document’s semantic network of the tokens and their co-occurrences in
a sentence.

The semantic network generation using lexical chaining with sliding window size of three tokens
is shown in Figure 1, step 4. Each unique token is represented as a network node. The undirected
network edges are generated by creating connections between all pairs of tokens in a sentence within
the fixed window size. The illustration shows sub-graphs generated for consecutive positions of the
sliding windows at the top of the pane, while the bottom of the pane shows the composite graph that
merged the constituent sub-graphs into a single graph. A semantic network is generated for each
document by applying sub-graph generation for every sentence with the sliding window shifted by
one token and creating a composite graph.
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3.2. Semantic Concept

The semantic concepts are generated using Social Network Analysis’s (SNA) community detection
algorithm (Figure 1, step 5) [41–44]. The nodes n that have high mutual inter-connectivity are colored the
same color to mark a group of nodes belonging to the same structural network feature—a community C

Ck,d = {ni | ni = Qk, ∀ i ε Td} (1)

is defined by the node membership in a community k is Ck,d that consists of all nodes (representing
tokens in a document d) with the same modularity class Qk [43].

We equate the communities to semantic concepts as these structures identify nodes with common
co-occurrences. Previously published research has shown that the semantic concepts emerge as the
network’s community structures and are identified as the semantic concept carrying structures [25].
Note that each node can be assigned to exactly one community in a document with a unique time stamp.
The node size is proportional to the token’s role within the network and can be selected to correspond
to the node’s connectivity (degree), Eigenvector centrality (centrality) [42,45] or betweenness centrality
(bridges) [42,46].

The same way the SNAP’s raw text processing relies on mature NLP tools, the semantic concept
processing uses mature SNA tools to discover semantic concepts in the lexical chains of tokens.
The SNAP framework uses Gephi open source software (OSS) for the SNA processing through its
headless application programming interface (API) engine [42] which implements the above cited
network analysis algorithms.

The above definition of a semantic concept extends the basic definition of key concepts that are
commonly identified by the TF-IDF or manual coding by giving contextual information for each token.
For example, Figure 1 shows the POS 16YearOld being commonly used with teen, mauled, and bear
within the same semantic concept, and troopers and trail (through teen) in adjacent semantic concepts.
Modeling the semantic concepts using lexical chaining and subsequent SNA of the semantic networks
retains the full richness of how semantic concepts relate to each other and the supporting concepts.

3.3. Semantic Flows

SNAP’s final step is to create semantic flows by tracking and connecting the semantic concepts
in temporally adjacent documents. In addition to the creation of the integrated text-mining SNAP
framework, the notion of semantic concept flows is our main, novel contribution (in addition to the
design and implementation of SNAP as an OSS framework). The semantic concept flows refer to the
dynamics of how the semantic concepts behave in space and time by being split, merged, annihilated
or originated. A semantic flow is created between two documents if the documents are adjacent to
each other in time; implemented as a difference between two document time-stamps being less then a
user defined threshold.

A semantic flow Fdp ,dq between two adjacent documents dp and dq is defined as a relationship
between any two concepts C that share nodes n

Fdp ,dq = {∃ni | ni ε Cdp ,kp ∧ ni ε Cdq ,lq , ∀ kp = 1 . . . Qp, lq = 1 . . . Qq}. (2)

A semantic concept flow is implemented as a 3D mesh that connects two semantic communities.
The algorithmic implementation of a semantic flow detection is by a simple token identity search in
two consecutive document layers. If a token in a document dp is found in the subsequent document dq,
a semantic flow is added as an edge connecting the two communities Cdp ,kp and Cdq ,kq that the node ni
belongs to. The dynamics of a semantic flow is not explicitly quantified; it is left for a user to explore
using the framework’s interactive 3D visualization.
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Figure 1, step 6, shows two sets of identical tokens that appear in both temporally adjacent
documents and belong to the same blue semantic concept, thus defining a perimeter of a new 3D mesh
that connects these nodes and propagates this semantic concept through time.

On the other hand, the yellow semantic concept has the same tokens in two temporally
adjacent documents 1 and 2, but not all tokens in the document 2 belong to the same community.
The original semantic concept is therefore mapped to two semantic concepts in the subsequent
document by generating two 3D meshes that track tokens that belong to a yellow community in
document 1 but are assigned to two different semantic concepts in document 2. This mechanism of
one-to-many mapping allows for semantic concept splitting. Formally, we define the semantic concept
splitting as

F+
dp ,dq

= {∃ni, nj | ni, nj ε Cdp ,kp ∧ ni ε Cdq ,lq ∧ nj ε Cdq ,mq ∧ lq 6= mq,

∀ kp = 1 . . . Qp, mq , lq = 1 . . . Qq},
(3)

which requires two nodes from the same semantic concept Cdp ,kp to belong to two different semantic
concepts Cdq ,lq and Cdq ,mq in the subsequent document dq. The semantic concept flow merge is defined
symmetrically as

F−dp ,dq
= {∃ni, nj | niε Cdp ,kp ∧ njε Cdp ,op ∧ ni, nj ε Cdq ,lq ∧ kp 6= op,

∀ kp, op = 1 . . . Qp, lq = 1 . . . Qq},
(4)

where two nodes within the proceeding document dp that belong to two different semantic concepts
will belong to the same concept flow Cdq ,lq in the document dq. Visualization of the merging of two
semantic flows can be seen when two or more distinct 3D meshes that track two or more semantic
concepts tokens from the previous document are combined to one semantic concept flow in the current
document (many-to-one mapping of semantic concepts).

A semantic flow is originated if tokens exist in the current document and the subsequent
document(s) but do not appear in the previous document (formal definition is identical to Equation (2)).
Finally, the annihilation of a semantic concept flow is the inverse of a semantic flow origination

F∅
dp ,dq

= {∀ni| niε Cdp ,kp ∧ niεTdq = ∅}, (5)

when none of the token nodes from a semantic concept Cdp ,kp can be found in the subsequent document.
The 3D mesh representing such a semantic concept flow is not propagated to the subsequent document.
Figure 1 illustrates the above-defined dynamics of the semantic concept flows.

After the semantic flows are generated, the 3D semantic networks have two types of edges within
each document and a 3D mesh in between articles in time. The inter- semantic concept edges show
how tokens within an individual semantic concept are related to each other in support of the central
(key) tokens. The intra- semantic concept edges show how the key concepts relate to each other in the
same document. Finally, the 3D meshes show the dynamics of concept flows over time.

3.4. 3D Network Visualization

With 3D concept semantic concept flow representation, a user can view the overall concept
landscape for the entire corpus and identify concept flow patterns with desired dynamics that
would not be apparent when viewing one single document’s semantic network at a time or when
tracking individual key tokens through multiple documents. The interactive visualization enables an
ad-hoc exploration of the semantic concepts by viewing (or flying through) the 3D semantic concept
network, concealing or visualizing various network structures (such as nodes, inter- edges, intra-
edges, 3D meshes, labels etc.), or visualizing the networks in a visualization theater or a cave, such as
a planetarium [47].
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3.5. Implementation Notes

SNAP is implemented as a full-stack application and runs on Linux or MacOS Apache MySQL
PhP (LAMP/MAMP) stack [5,48]. The framework’s back-end database uses MySQL for user account,
project, and configuration management. User accounts are created using two step-account creation and
the MD5 hashed passwords are stored with user account information in the database. Some of the tested
NLP tool kits also use the MySQL database back-end for meta-data and book-keeping management.
With exception of the interactive visualization, the front-end web interface is implemented in PhP using
CodeIgniter libraries, and the visualization layer uses JavaScript libraries to implement the interactive
visualization as an in-browser applet [49,50]. The NLTK libraries implement the NLP functionality and
is accessed as a web service from the web interface using Python2.7 [40]. The semantic concepts are
processed using Gephi’s headless API that is also accessed as a web-service using Java interface [42].
The rest of the SNAP’s software is implemented in Java that includes the frequency filtering, semantic
flow processing, and file I/O. In case the resulting semantic network graph is too large and cannot be
visualized using the in-browser applet, the data structures can be exported into a visualization using
an external partiview application [51]. For the exact list of packages, binaries, and libraries, please see
the project portal [5].

Figure 1 not only illustrates the document processing work-flow, it also closely parallels the
design and implementation of the modular work-flow as the framework’s software components.
The document processing parameters for each software component are stored and queried from the
project configuration before each processing step and are stored in the user’s profile in the database.
As the software components are stand-alone and do not rely on each other, the overview figure also
captures the software component design schema.

4. Sample Corpus Analysis

We tested SNAP’s ability to discover and track semantic concepts in three different corpora
of text: a well-known and understood novel that contains the main plot and supporting sub-plots,
a committee hearings with only a broadly defined focus, and a news media reports on a wide range of
topics for a large geographic region. Each corpus illustrates differently structured text with different
semantic concept flows. As each corpus can be analyzed in light of many hypotheses, we will not
provide a detailed semantic concept flow analysis of each corpus beyond the annotation of the general
observations of semantic flow structures.

The interactive and semantic concept rich exploration of a text corpus is the main benefit of
using the SNAP framework over the existing language processing tools that often (1) implement only
one step of SNAP’s framework, (2) rely on a manual text coding to identify topics of interest to be
explored, (3) lack the interactive visualization layer, and (4) provide limited and pre-defined semantic
concept exploration. SNAP allows a user to concurrently explore multiple hypotheses in the text or
freely explore the final 3D network of the semantic flows for ’unexpected’ synapses. This benefit is
best illustrated by exploring the second corpus of a committee hearings (please see Section 4.2 for
more details).

The figures in this section show the semantic concept of an individual document on a x/y plane,
while the temporally adjacent documents are stacked on the z-axis. For the visualization clarity the
result figures in the top and bottom right panes do not show the inter- nor intra- document edges and
only the 3D semantic concept flow. A detail view these edges in a single document is provided in the
bottom left pane of the figures.

4.1. Moby Dick

Figure 2 shows the network of semantic flows for the 1851 novel Moby Dick by Herman Melville [52].
To engineer the time-stamped documents for analysis, we split the novel’s chapters such that each
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document contains exactly one chapter and the chapter’s number corresponds to a day offset in time.
The resulting corpus had 135 documents with an average word document count of 1554 words.
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Figure 2. SNAP’s output visualization of the 1851 novel Moby Dick by Herman Melville. Top pane:
A global view of the novel’s semantic concepts with the 88.0 percentile of high frequency and the
5 percentile low frequency tokens filtered out. The circles in x/y plane are the semantic concepts
delineated by the SNA. The inter- and intra- edges within each document are hidden for visualization
clarity. The lines flowing in the z-axis are the semantic concept flow meshes that track the dynamics of
the semantic concepts in space and time. Bottom left pane: A semantic network of a single chapter
“The Dying Whale”. The node with highest Eigenvector Centrality value is in the center of each
semantic concept. Bottom right pane: An alternative in-browser visualization showing a closeup of
the novel’s chapters 123 “The Ship”–128 “The Tail”. Please note the view’s temporal z-axis is oriented
vertically with the chapters in the ascending order.

SNAP’s output shows cohesive, well-interconnected semantic concept flows which summarize
the novel’s main plot on the right hand side of the figure. Building of a plot and the conflict is visible
at the very beginning of the semantic flow with the main semantic concepts savage, sail, and miles
outlined. The novel’s conclusion is visible at the end of the semantic flows, as a convergence of the
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flows to the final semantic concepts of heavens, mate, souls, helmsman, and harpoon. The supporting
subplots can be seen as disconnected concepts with short duration e.g., Constantinople and ladies.

As a literary piece, the text corpus cannot be characterized by a list of semantic concepts that
would describe the novel. Instead, we validated SNAP’s ability to identify the main semantic concepts
qualitatively by comparing chapter’s semantic concepts and flows using SNAP’s outputs against the
novel’s plot. We observed strong correlation between the detected semantic concepts and flows and
the novel’s plot. For example, chapters 125–127 set the stage for the novel’s conclusion and the topics
of death and re-birth are renewed, among other topics. The SNAP framework identifies common
semantic concept flows that support this plot-line as distress→ gravedigg→ soundingboard. An example
of a semantic concept that supports this theme is far that contains supporting tokens white, head, kill,
whale, chase, swift. The concept flow’s dynamics also support the storyline by splitting far into the
subsequent semantic concepts of doubt, transform and endure.

As far as the mis-identified concepts, the resulting 3D network of semantic flows does contain
semantic concepts and flows with low information content that were included by the token frequency
filtering having low precision to identify the undesired tokens for removal. Although the semantic
concepts such as let and make remain in the 3D semantic flow network, the supporting tokens of each
concept do carry content meaning such as let→ instant, forward, stand, alone, air and make→ one, old,
day, tell, aye respectively.

4.2. U.S. Senate Hearings

Figure 3 shows the analysis of the US Senate Hearings Committee on Environment and Public
Works [53]. The corpus has 73 documents with an average of 15,605 tokens each. Each document is a
verbatim transcript of a senate hearing session and the time stamp corresponds to the day the hearing.
The corpus analysis of traditional term-frequency-based tools would be difficult because the corpus
includes a variety of presentation styles, the documents use inconsistent lexical sets, and the legislative
session covered a variety of topics of discussion.

The transcript documents contain a variety of presentation formats from a dialogue between two
or more U.S. Senate representatives, a testimonial from a single speaker, a piece of evidence submitted
to the committee, and errata documents, to name a few. Unlike a single piece of writing that assumes
a consistent lexical set used throughout the document, the hearing transcripts consist of sources
from various individuals, and the consistency of lexical set used throughout the document cannot
be assumed with the exception of the key topic tokens. For example one of the topics of discussion
was the economic and ecological impact on Alaska’s salmon fisheries in the context of oil production.
The dialogue interchangeably used fish, salmon, and sockeye words to reference the same noun for the
fish species of concern that should be represented by a single token. As a result, the analysis of the
2015–2016 U.S. Senate Hearings on Environment and Public Works meeting transcripts shows a much
larger range of semantic concepts than the analysis of the Moby Dick novel. The connectivity and
temporal dynamics of the semantic flows is much richer with inter- and intra-edges and numerous
local semantic flows that propagate concepts across a small number of adjacent documents.

Unlike the Moby Dick novel, the US Senate Hearings do not have just one common topic or a plot,
instead the hearings discuss a large number of semantic concepts that fall into the environment and public
works topics, how they relate to each other, and which topics are carried over the legislative holidays.
The topic catalysts, where multiple topics merge only to break apart in the subsequent document
include financial, environment, congress, ResourcesDistricts, pollutant semantic concepts. The semantic
concepts surrounding the catalysts are contents and issue-based with associate flows such as oil,
resources, dangerous, mineral. The semantic flows also include semantic concepts expressing sentiment
and connotation which include doubtful, opportunity and easier.
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Figure 3. SNAP’s output visualization of US Senate Hearings Committee on Environment and Public
Works corpus for 2016–2017 legislative session. The sub figures in each pane are formatted the same
way as in Figure 2. Top pane: The zoomed-out view of the entire corpus. Bottom left pane: A transcript
from the 30 August 2016 of the U.S. Senate hearings. Bottom right pane: The in browser closeup of
semantic concept flows in the hearing transcripts between 6 May 2015 and 11 May 2015.

In a true exploratory fashion, we were interested in the areas of concerns and topics associated
with fisheries. The two main semantic concepts that merged into the fish semantic concept were exempt
with associated tokens senatorbooker, private, build, continue and senatormerkely with associated tokens
time, use, public, water. Although the preceding semantic concept merged into the semantic concept fish
with supporting tokens streamprotectionrule, health, require, they also split, and were related, to other
semantic concepts that appeared and were inter-connected to the fish semantic concept, namely protect
with associated tokens stream, mine, water, coal, mountaintop with associated tokens senatorcapito, environ,
response, surfac, pollut, meeet, develop, industristandard and last with associated tokens senatormarkely,
rulemake, last, alaska, study, compani, condit, establish. The semantic concepts fish, protect, mountaintop and
last fell into the following semantic concepts in the subsequent document: propos, public, wildlife, right,
conserv, and import.

The observations above confirm SNAP’s ability to “sieve” the documents in the corpus of
interest and distill the main concepts and their relations to the preceding and subsequent documents.
Furthermore, the corpus analysis was done in a fraction of time it would take to manually code
the documents. Some mis-identified (false positive) semantic concepts did occur in the resulting
3D semantic network as artifacts of the raw documents formatted as online (.html) documents with
the markup tags still present, legal disclaimers and headers associated with the official government
documents, or references to external sources. These concepts include: web, pdf, fax, day, sector.
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4.3. Australian Broadcast Commission

The corpus of the Australian Broadcasting Commission’s (ABC) news documents from science
and rural sections has 765 documents averaging 473 words per document [54]. Figure 4 shows SNAP’s
analysis of the corpus with a relatively small number of tokens in each temporal layer (document)
and the large number of unique general topics across the entire corpus resulting in a sparse semantic
flow connectivity.

Unlike previously analyzed corpora of the Moby Dick novel or the U.S. Senate Hearings, the ABC
results illustrate that each news report is discrete, stand alone and only connected to the temporally
adjacent news briefs with global semantic concepts that include environment, data, health, research,
ocean. These corpus characteristics are confirmed by the results that show a lack of semantic concept
flows with a minimal connectivity between adjacent documents since the corpus mixes two news
feeds (the science topic and the rural news articles) as well as the news briefs explicitly assigned a
time-stamp which staggers the semantic concepts away from temporally adjacent documents resulting
in a breaking the flows of semantic concepts. The SNAP’s historical semantic concept analysis confirms
the lack of common semantic threads that flow through the corpus.

Figure 4 bottom left pane shows the semantic network analysis of a single document. Although the
overall corpus shows the lack of semantic concept flows, this sub-figure shows that each short news
document is well written with cohesive semantic concepts, showed as 12 groups of the same color
tokens which are well inter- and intra-connected by the lexical chaining edges.
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Figure 4. SNAP’s output visualization for Australian Broadcasting Commission’s corpus on rural
science articles. The sub figures in each pane are formatted the same way as in Figure 2. Top pane:
The zoomed-out view of the entire corpus. Bottom left pane: A semantic network analysis of the news
article from October 20th, 2015. Bottom right pane: A close-up view of news articles from 20 October
2015 to 27 October 2015.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

We constructed an interactive text mining framework for historical semantic concept exploration
that allows much richer text analysis well beyond TF/IDF or identification of the key words by manual
coding. The modular framework relies on mature linguistic tools that can be easily swapped to
customize the mechanics of the computational linguistics processing. One such customization might
include the implementation of a workflow to analyze the sentiment concept flows, where a sentiment
concept flow would track and connect tokens coded with a sentiment label. SNAP framework does not
require any knowledge of programming, and is easily accessible through web-services. While taking
advantage of computational linguistic tools, graph theory analysis, and immerse 3D visualization.

Although we presented an analysis of the semantic concept flows by listing discrete concepts,
the interactive exploration of the semantic flow dynamics can be used to analyze the corpus in detail.
As currently implemented, SNAP and its modules can be used for corpus summarization, content
analysis, or as a writer’s aid. To support a writer, SNAP can be used to check if all concepts flow
through the corpus without interruption (semantic concept flow continuity), and are included in the
document’s summary (merger of multiple concepts into a single closing section). New concepts are
only introduced in support of the main theses in a multi-section document (a concept flow splitting).
Swapping or adding different linguistic modules can augment the work-flow for sentiment tracing,
influence tagging, concept disambiguation, and actor identification to name a few.

We used SNAP to analyze three different corpora that ranged in size, construction and structure.
The analysis of the Moby Dick novel shows the framework’s ability to explore a corpus with a strong
story-line with supporting sub-plots and an examination of the plot dynamics. The analysis of the U.S.
Senate hearings corpus identified the key semantic concepts that unite diverse semantic concepts as
well as the role of supporting semantic concepts that cause the subsequent breakup of a semantic flow.
Finally, the ability to identify a corpus without historical semantic flows is illustrated using the news
briefs from different topics and a time-stamp that disrupts the flow of semantic concepts.
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